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TOOLS FOR STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
OF ENTERPRISE BASED ON THE VALUE GROWTH
The article explains scientific and theoretical approaches to determining the value of the
enterprise in the system of value-based management. The article examines the necessity of
using internal fundamental value of the company’s potential as a criterion for selecting
alternative strategies as well as defines parameters and factors of its growth. The article
specifies the meaning of internal fundamental value of the company’s potential in the formation
of the business market value. The development of the methodological tools of strategic
economic efficiency evaluation is critically analysed. Innovative methods of strategic
management are systematised as well as their role in the formation of internal fundamental
value of the company’s potential is detailed, methods aimed at evaluating the cost and methods
that lead to its creation are discussed. The article explains the priority of using the balance
management concept in order to improve manageability of the company and its internal
fundamental value. Moreover, the relationship between strategic management and key
performance indicators are shown as well as reasonable requirements for its formation.
Key words: strategy, strategic management, strategic goals, strategic objectives, key
performance indicators, balanced management.
Introduction. The study of business practices of domestic enterprises shows that nowadays strategic
management has been neglected, and its used mostly to resolved situational problems associated with the
acceleration of turnover, covering deficits, cash flow optimization, cost reduction, etc. However, these
figures are unlikely to be used to evaluate the effectiveness of strategic management as they do not take into
account the risks and requirements of existing investors with regards to the profitability of their
investments, neither they make it impossible to understand how to develop business and achieve successful
results in the long run; how to attract investment in new projects and develop, evaluate alternative strategy;
how to increase the efficiency of business units and form a diverse company. This fact is confirmed by
studies of some researchers1,2,3. They point out that the management of the business can be accompanied by
unsuccessful and poor handled organisational structure, as well as inability to establish effective
relationships between owners, authorities and employees, stagnation and loss of capacity for development,
low level of adaptability and flexibility in relation to environmental effects, high levels of bureaucracy, also
inefficient system of economic incentives, inability to respond quickly to problems and resolving conflicts,
inconsistent and element management. In addition, the practice of strategic management innovative tools
that are adequate to the dynamic changes in the environment are underused. This necessitates the formation
of a system that would allow management to connect past experience with the latest achievements
in the field of management and ensure a high level of efficiency of domestic enterprises. Modern concept of
value-based management, the cornerstone of which is the growth of value, can guarantee qualitative growth
of the enterprise. According to which, the management team’s criteria of successful operation should not
only be an increase in physical production volumes, revenue growth, but the growth of value
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of the enterprise, which will lead to improving the welfare of persons, which the company attributed to
effective functioning and development. O. M. Sokhatska, H. Y. Ostrowska1 indicate the existence of certain
limits connected to growth of revenue and reduction of costs, but the growth of value has no limit.
As the result of this, traditional strategic management technologies with orientation to maximize profits
in the current development of the economy lose their relevance. In connection to this, it is necessary to
develop adequate methodological tools that would allow by taking into account the basic principles
of value-based management, not only determine the value of the company, but also look for trends and
factors of its growth.
Materials and Methods. Theoretical and practical aspects of strategic management were studied by
many foreign and domestic scientists. Among them are B. Styuart and David Stern2,3, T. Copeland,
T. Koller and D. Murin4, R. Kaplan, D. Norton5,6, A. Rappaport7, E. A. Yakovlev8, T. Momot9,
A. M. Sokhatska, H. Y. Ostrowska10, G. Yanchuk 11, I. J. Yaremko 12 and others. The studies obtained good
results, but given the importance and complexity of the problem, and it remains the subject of further
research. Value-oriented management approach in Western practice has been successfully used for decades,
although Ukrainian business community has not just started to use it. There are a number of issues requiring
detailed study and adaptation to modern domestic realities. The article aims to systematize all strategic
innovation management tools and determine their role in enhancing enterprise value.
Results. As part of value-oriented management the object is «enterprise value» However, researchers
have differently interpreted the concept, linking it with a market capitalization, market value of equity, etc.
In Soviet literature often by the cost of the enterprise understand its market value. In order to determine the
market value of the companies different methodological approaches are used that are envisaged by three
standards of evaluation: asset approach, market approach and income approach. Each of these approaches
involves a set of methods and evaluation procedures.
Asset approach helps to determine how many financial resources should be spent for enterprise
creation, similar to the one being assessed. According this approach, owners can calculation how much they
would receive once they sold out assets (eliminating company).
Market approach helps to calculate the price, which investors under current financial circumstances
are willing to pay for the enterprise.
Value of the enterprise reflects the value of the economic benefits that the company is able to make
for its owners in the future is the essence of the income approach.
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It should be noted that asset and market approaches that are focused on market assessment
of property and property rights are static, cumbersome, and therefore cannot be justified as a tool
of strategic and tactical management decisions.
In addition, methods within these approaches do not address so-called «intangible» assets that reflect
the image of the company, organizational culture, human resources, and marketing system so on. Income
approach is the most realistic one that helps to evaluate business enterprise and to determine the future net
cash flows that it can make for its owners. Income approach is used in international practice management to
determine the value of the company.
The study of literature makes it possible to assert that the classic version of object value-oriented
management is focused on evaluating and maximizing «shareholder value», ie the income shareholders.
Such income, but dividends, is derived from the resale of all or part of shares, hence determined by market
capitalization of the company. The estimation of value model in this case becomes:
∞

ВE = ∑
t =1

Dп + Dк
,
(1 + r ) t

Where,
ВE – enterprise value;
Dп – current owners’ income (dividends interest etc) ;
Dк – the capitalization income, ie the resale of shares;
r – desired rate of return for the investor.
If management aims solely on raising the revenues for current period, it can have a negative impact
on the company’s potential in the long run. In addition, this model is characterized by a certain degree of
subjectivity. The subjects of evaluation have different information, using various forecasting methods and
have different skills and experience, hence, projected value of future earnings may differ. Moreover,
investors have their own requirements for rates of return, which will depend on their ability to take risks.
Therefore, the rate calculated by this model taken apart from other indicators can not be the only criterion
used to evaluate the potential of the company and performance of the team members.
Given underdevelopment of the domestic stock market, the existence of a small number of public
companies, the lack of practice of purchasing shares by ordinary citizens the usage of such target set in the
Ukrainian business environment is impossible.
In this regard, we support those researchers that offer little change to the cost management concept,
relegating it to the internal evaluation and maximizing potential fundamental value, measured the ability of
the enterprise to generate economic benefits in the form of cash flows or economic profits to meet the needs
of its main stakeholders1. This internal potential fundamental value of the company creates market value
of the company (Fig. 1).This is a good argument for those managers who «reject» the use of value
development strategy due to non-public status or lack of intend to sell. Such a meaningful understanding
of strategic management based on value growth requires systematization of methodological tools and
separation of techniques aimed at the assessment and value creation.
In order to accomplish its long-term goals, the company may use a combination of methods
of strategic management, which interact with each other, based on various theories and management
practices, which becomes their synthesis and integration (Fig. 2).
Within the twentieth century financial indicators were used to justify strategic ways of development
.For the first time managers of American company «Du Pont» were able to link financial factors that form
the return on equity (return on net assets – (RONA); return on assets (ROA); profitability implementation;
asset turnover ratio; rate of economic growth – (SGR). The use of so-called «Dupont model» allowed
managers to evaluate the ability of companies to make profits and increase sales volumes, optimize
the capital structure, predict the pace of economic development through the establishment cause – effect
relationships between key performance indicators.
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of the company
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Approach;
– Income
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Approach

– To generate economic benefits in the form of cash flows
or economic profits;
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–
–
–
–
–
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Strategic goals
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Requires updating over time

–
–
–
–
–
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Qualified staff
and other.

Fig. 1. Structural-logical scheme of value creation
In 1960th a financial indicator «residual income» (RI – Residual Income) was added to the set of
other financial indicators, which scientists offered to determine by subtracting from an operating profit
costs associated with the involvement of invested capital. This figure was used to measure owners’
financial wellbeing. Its positive value meant the financial obligators are met and the residual income is
received, which characterised the increase in value.
In 1970th -1980th management of foreign companies has been actively using in the practice of
strategic management such financial performance indicators as: net income per share (EPS); the ratio of
book value and market shares (M / B); the ratio of share price to earnings from sales (P / S); cash flow (CF)
as an aggregate net income and accumulated depreciation.
These indicators are still widely used in the practice of strategic management by Ukrainian managers.
However, they are some shortcomings that could lead to unjustified decision making. They are:
- focus only on retrospective information about the company. For example, rates of return reflect
only the impact of the reporting period. If the company introduces innovation, profit margins may decline
significantly, but the correctly chosen strategy development incurred costs not only will pay off, but also
bring new benefits to the enterprise. In this case, reduced profitability in the reporting period is unlikely to
be an indicator of low efficiency;
- focus on the financial statements that do not reflect internal goodwill arising from the operation of
the business and characterizes its image in the business world;
- simultaneous use of static and dynamic indicators, which are not comparable due different currency
purchase capacity. For example, income is a dynamic parameter that characterizes the performance, based
on current prices of the reporting period while equity is formed during the entire performance of the
enterprise and displayed in an accounting, which may differ from market value. The accounting valuation
of equity does not include future income of the company. A high return on equity, due to significant
deviations in accounting from the equity market, does not mean the capital will rise;
- simultaneous use of accounting and market criteria that is difficult to compare such as
comparability, operating profit and the weighted average cost of capital.
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Methods focused on indicators
of financial condition

– Model «Dupont»
– Return on investment (ROI – Return on investments)
– Net earnings per share (EPS – Earning per share);
– Ratio of share price to earnings from sales (P / S – Price / Sales
Ratio)
– Ratio of book value and market shares (M / B – Market Price /
Book Ratio)
– The value added share capital (SVA – Shareholder Value
Added)
– Return on equity; (ROE – Return On Equity)
– Return on net assets (RONA – Return On Net Assets);
– Cash flow (CF – Cash flow)
– Economic value added (EVA – Economic Value Added)
– Earnings before interest, tax and dividends (EBIT – (Earning
before interest
– The market value added (MVA – Market value added)
– An indicator of total shareholder return (TSR – Total
Shareholder Return)
– Cash flow return on investment (CFROI – Cash Flow Return
on Investment)

Methods focused on the internal
environment

– analysis of top performance);
– Resource analysis
– Internal benchmarking
– Analysis of the value chainThe system of key performance
indicators

Methods focused on the external
environment

– PEST-analysis (Polic – Economy – Society – Technology)
– Analysis and forecasting industry and market (choice of basic
parameters)
– Scenario planning, game theory
– Analysis of competition (Porter’s Five Forces)Asset Approach;

System methods of strategic
management

– Model TQM (Total quality management)
– Analysis of the core competencies
– SWOT-analysis (S -strength; W – weakness; O –opportunities
T – Threats)
– Balanced Scorecard (concept BSC – Balanced Scorecard)
– Board scoreboard (tableau de bord)
– Universal system of performance indicators
– Pyramid of the company,
– Model strategy maps

Fig. 2. The combination of basic methods of strategic management
In addition, none of these indicators reflect the needs of businesses in the capital and the amount of
cash that can be withdrawn from circulation by the owners without compromising activities.
In the 90s managers start to use the system that applies various financial indicators that in their core
are derived from the income approach of business evaluation. Future income are embodied in the indicators
that are consequent from the cash flow, profits, dividends, economic value added (EVA – Economic Value
Added); market value added (MVA – Market value added); the added value of the share capital (SVA –
Shareholder Value Added); cash value added (CVA – Cash Value Added), the rate of return on investment
based on cash flow (CFROI – Cash Flow Return on Investment), total equity returns (TSR – Total
Shareholder Return).
The study of the nature of these indicators suggests that virtually all of them are aimed at measuring
the value created, although they do not allow understanding and managing the processes that are aimed
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at creating value. An exception is the indicator of economic value added. Founders Bennett Stewart and
Joel Stern had developed on its basis a management concept – EVA®-based management1, which forms
the sole basis for modelling, tracking, assessment of economic value added.
In order to increase efficiency, it is necessary to study both internal and external environment
of the enterprise aiming on identification of relationships and expansion of strategic development
alternatives. Internal environment is a vital component of its operation and therefore a source of economic
growth. It is characterized by the sub-system activities (business processes) such as: production, marketing,
HR, finance, management, scientific research, etc. The main opportunities of value creation are in them.
The authors believe the interaction of business processes with external customers can be carried out
through the «value chain», which reflects the interconnected set of business processes that recreates the
process of creating added value ending with the sale of finished products to the final consumer. Otherwise,
such «chain» does not create but only destroy value.
In a competitive environment, the company achieves its goals with optimal performance and
interactions of all functional areas, which is reflected in increasing sales, reducing costs, optimizing capital
structure, raising product quality, gaining relevant market share, forming mutually beneficial relationships
with suppliers, etc. All these conditions (factors) value creation provide competitive advantage. Using
financial indicators the market evaluates result of the value drivers. This explains the desire of enterprises to
increase the attractiveness of their financial reporting and cost control key performance indicators.
The external environment is changing all the time. The changes do not depend on the efforts of
employees; however, not taking into account its impact in developing promising areas of expansion can
result in catastrophic losses for the company. Irrelevant nature of environmental factors causes contraction
or expansion of business, and may lead to changes in its internal environment.
In order to generate strategies, enterprises needs to find «weaknesses» and to outline future
competitive advantage in the industry through the use of SNW-analysis, resource analysis, the exploration
of market opportunities and threats to businesses using the Porter’s Five Forces model as it is useful to
isolate the impact of political, economic, social, technological and environmental factors REST-based
analysis, use benchmarking, SWOT-analysis, operations research methods theory, economic heuristics etc.
Current economic conditions indicate that the implementation of business management policies
in order to increase its value, a comprehensive system of strategic objectives and balanced strategic
management must be put in place.
The research of evolution of balance models of effective management evaluation showed2 that
the idea of these models was implemented by many scientists, including G. Malo (Onboard board – tableau
de bord); J. Weber (selective system performance); R. Hyubert (universal system of performance
indicators); K. Mc-Naira, R. K. Lynch and Cross (Pyramid of the company), L. Meysel (model strategy
maps) R. Kaplan and D. Norton (Balanced Scorecard – BSC) and others.
It should be noted that the concept of balanced management is to coordinate strategic objectives with
tactical actions, external evaluation of the internal use of financial and non-financial indicators, to identify
cause-effect relationships between performance indicators and factors of their formation, to detail strategic
objectives to specific tasks and bring them to the relevant departments in the form of certain indicators, to
implement the strategy by building an effective motivational mechanism.
Strategic management involves the formation of a system of strategic goals, which are short
statements describing specific actions, the implementation of which allows implementation of basic and
functional strategies (investment, innovation, marketing, etc.). After defining the strategic goals and
objectives for the whole enterprise, they are transformed into tactical and operational objectives for
individual business processes, business units, which are detailed later in individual plans of each employee.
Individual plans are made by directors of separate departments (owners of business processes) in
order to achieve concrete results directly in the workplace. Individual plans should help employees
understand their role in accomplishing the strategic objectives of the company and individual business
process. These plans will also include incentive reward schemes and personal development. This allows
setting personal responsibility for the achievement of a specified level.
Achieving strategic goals and strategic tasks carried out by measurement of indicators that will
1
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characterize the level of their performance. Thus, strategic management, focused on results, helps to
transform specific activities and strategies into a fairly complete set of key performance indicators.
It should be noted that the system of key performance indicators should meet the following characteristics:
- to be adequate and dynamic, hence to be relevant to real business processes, focus on their
management and improvement, be show the dynamics of change;
- to be relevant, which mean to influence the condition of the management in order to bring it
to the desired level;
- to be efficient – the cost of obtaining information for calculating the rate must be lower than
the result of its use;
- to be consistent, ie a rate growth should not come at the expense of another;
- to be clear – unambiguous interpretation and uniform application of the algorithm calculation;
- to have connection to strategy that constitutes the basis for strategic direction of the company;
- to be balanced, which requires the optimal combination of quantitative, qualitative factors,
productive, financial and non-financial performance indicators?
Strategic management system should include not only the formation of strategic goals, key
performance indicators (target, actually), but also develop the necessary measures for their implementation.
Every measure is necessary to ensure the human, financial and technical resources are directed to achieve
target level for each specific indicator. Indicators allow determining the level of goals achievement and
success of value-focused strategy. If the index is below its target value, it indicates the presence of factors
that hinder or counteract the achievement of the set strategic goals. This fact shows missed opportunities
of the enterprise and requires corrective action.
The process of goals formation, key performance indicators and their assessment should be done
regularly reflecting changes, meeting internal and external environment of the enterprise.
It is necessary to point out that the set of performance indicators should not be created solely by
managers but collectively – through interviews and brainstorming with all employees. This will allow
a better understanding of tasks and identify best ways to achieve them.
The use of strategic management requires proper adjustment of the enterprise communication
channels that would allow staff and top managers to quickly share information. This will create trust
relationships, generating conditions for the timely implementation of corrective and preventive measures.
Strategic management system must focus on the harmonization of all company’s employees interests
in accordance with the strategy. To build an effective motivational mechanism for the company that would
encourage employees to strive to achieve strategic objectives, it is necessary to ensure that each employee
shared culture and values of the company, concerned about its problems.
It is obvious, individual goals of each employee should coincide with the objectives of the enterprise.
Motivation system in the company should be structured as follows: trying to earn more workers contribute
to enterprise development and by developing the company they have the opportunity to earn even more.
In this case it is appropriate to create a set of achievement indicator evaluation scale for individual
performance employees, making it possible to establish the remuneration and assess the consequences
of their failure. These indicators are used not only for measuring results, reporting, differentiation
of achievements, but also to analyse the improvement opportunities and business development.
This integrated approach provides aggregate formation effective methods and tools allowing
implementing the development strategy of the enterprises based on the growth of its value.
Conclusions and recommendations for further research.
The use of value-based management creates requirements for applying the necessary methodological
tools, which involves the use of certain groups of methods. Some of them are aimed at evaluation, others –
the formation of value. The first group of methods is the most processed and based on standardized
algorithms for calculating indicators. The second one is personified and defined by sectoral business
features and specific conditions. This necessitates the use of various innovative management tools and
forming the basis for a balanced system of strategic management. This approach requires recognition of the
value-oriented development strategy as a base that governs the development of other functional strategies
(investment, innovation, marketing, etc.).
Strategic management requires the development of appropriate methods of collecting and processing
information; procedure for determining key performance indicators and organizations working with them;
effective methods of influence on employees; control systems, that is, the formation of organizational and
economic mechanism of strategic management. This is the basic directions, which should be a methodical
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development for the practical implementation of the concept of value-based strategic management
in domestic enterprises.
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